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 Windows 10 Anniversary Update which was released in July 17th. Microsoft is expected to update Windows 10 Mobile on
August the 2nd with an update that was pegged for August the 1st. Windows 10 Mobile users might be wondering if this means
that the RTM version of the update has been released. Microsoft has been updating documentation in the Windows developer

portal again. If you are looking at the Windows 10 developer blog or the Windows Blog, you’ll see references to an “RTM” build
which is confirmed by Microsoft to be the final version of Windows 10 Anniversary Update. Microsoft removed the word

“RTM” from the Windows blog last July the 1st so this could mean that Microsoft is going to start using the word RTM again.
The last version of Windows 10 Mobile released was Windows 10 October update. Read: 10 major Windows 10 updates –
what's new, how to update, when Windows 10 Mobile is updated for more details, Microsoft is known to release a special

version of the update. The last update was released on July the 17th. The update was released to Windows Insiders as part of a
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new build that featured a new build number (1607) instead of 1511. What's Included In Windows 10 Anniversary Update – July
17th “RTM” Update Windows 10 Anniversary Update includes a new build number (1607) to the Windows 10 build that was
released on July the 17th. This build includes fixes for the Thunderbolt USB-C bug that caused random blue screens and lock
ups in Windows 10 Mobile Insider Preview. RTM/REL release: The update is going to be released to manufacturing (RTM)

after it has gone through the process of Microsoft testing. There will be a new date of release. Microsoft will announce that date
to the Windows Insiders on July the 17th. The RTM version will be available to download to Windows Insiders on August the
2nd. RTM build is expected to be officially available to the general public on August the 23rd. Microsoft also announced in a
blog post that they are working on Windows 10 Mobile Insider Preview Build number 16083. Windows 10 Insider Preview

build 1511 is expected to be available to download on August the 1st. What’s Included In Windows 10 Anniversary Update –
August the 2nd “RTM” Update Windows 10 Anniversary Update will be the final update to Windows 10 Mobile. The update

will be released to manufacturing (RTM 82157476af
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